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This invention relates to electric irons, and is 

a continuation-in-part of my co-pending appli 
cation, Serial No. 265,608, ?led April 1, 1939. 
An object is to provide an electric iron that 

may be left in circuit without danger of setting, 
?re to objects upon which it may be placed. ‘Se 
rious ?res have resulted from heated irons being Y 
left too long in contact with cloth or other com 
bustible material. This iron has therefore been 
devised so that current will be supplied to its 
heating element as long as it is given movement, 
as in using it, but so that the heating element 
circuit will be broken if the iron is allowed to 
remain stationary for a certain elapsed time, 
which may be chosen to suit conditions. 
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A further object is to provide an automatic - 

cut-off iron that will remain heated when turned 
up on end, so that the hot surface is not in con- ' 
tact with a support. It is obvious of course that * 
the usual thermostatic control can be used in 
any case to maintain the iron at a somewhat 
uniform temperature, . 

An additional object is the provision of an iron 
with an adjustable handle. 
A still further object is to provide an iron withv 

a heat re?ector to protect the user’s hand from 
becoming over heated. » 

Another object is to place the electrical con 
necting element of the iron, so that it will be 
kept relatively cool. . p - 

Other objects are to provide simple timing de 
vices for effecting cut-off of the heater element 
circuit after predetermined time intervals. 
In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a side elevation, in part section, of 

an electric iron with an automatic circuit break 
er, and a re?ector, and adjustable handle. 

Figure 2 is a side elevation in part section, of 
a timing‘device of circuit breaker similar to that 
shown exteriorly in Figure 1. - - 

Figure 3 is a side elevation, in part section, of 
an electric iron handle with timing switch, op 
erated by movements of the bottom grip of the 

‘ handle. 

Figure 4 is a side elevation, in part section, 
of an electric iron handle 
cury timing'switch or circuit breaker. 
Figure 5 is a fragmentary side elevation of an 

electric iron handle, ‘containing another form of 
mercury circuit breaker 'switc . ‘ 

In Figure 1>is shown anelectric iron with re 
?ector I covered on the under side with a mirror 
surface of aluminum or other-‘material to re 
ilect heat back down on the iron, and away from 
the handle. This re?ector is supported on posts 
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2, and 3 attached to the iron, and made of porce 
lain or other insulating material, if desired. 
Handle 4 is pivoted to post 3, and 5, and has slot 
ted extension 6 to'which threaded rod 1 is piv 
oted. This rod is vertically movable in a hole 
in post 2, and is adjusted by turning, threaded 
thumb‘ nut 8, which is held to post 2_in any suit 
able manner. Therefore the angle of the handle 
4 may be adjusted relative to the iron. Any suit 
able adjusting mechanism may be used however, 
as the details niay be widely varied. Time switch 
9, of any suitable design, is placed in space I! in 
weight l3 of the iron. Switch 9 is provided with 
weighted lever III which is normally held up by 
tension spring ll, but as the iron is used the 
movement of the iron will cause weighted lever 
III to bob up, and down, and to wind the time 
switch Slthrough' a suitable ratchet in the switch. 
The switch can be set to keep electrical contact 
for any desired time after the iron isleft sta 
tionary, and then to cut off. Suitable retard~ 
ing fans, centrifugal brakes, or dash pots can be 
used for this purpose. Wire H connects switch 
9 with one terminal of connection plug it and 
the other terminal of the switch is connected to 
heating element l5 by wire l1. Wire I8 con 
.nects the other terminal of plug Hi to the re 
maining terminal of the heating element l5. 
Therefore if the iron is allowed to remain sta 

tionary .for a longer period than the calibrated 
time, the current will be automatically cut off, 
and danger of ?re will be obviated. It could be 
arranged so that the switch would not cut oh’ 
if the iron is turned up on end so that there 
would be no danger. A suitable mercury time 
switch could be used also or a slight vement 
of handle l,'or any other part of the iron could 
be utilized to operate the time switch. The 
switch can ‘be placed on the outside of the iron 
or ‘even in the connecting cord circuit. A mov 

~able projecting element below the iron could be 
used to keep the time switch wound. This ele- 

” ment would strike the ironing board, and be 
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with a built-in mer- W 
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moved when the iron is used. 
Re?ector I, is extended to form‘rear wall I9 

which supports connecting plug l8. The air 
space between the wall, and theiron will then 
prevent~plug Hi from becoming too hot. Fins 2'! 
may be provided on post '3, and the other post 
to cool them. especially if they are of metal. 
PartsZ, and 3 may be fastened to cover 2| by 

means of screws, welding or in any suitable man 
‘her, or these parts can be screwed into weight 
l3, according to well known construction. Sepa-vv 
rate screws similar to element 22 may be used 



to fasten cover 2| in place, and these may con 
. nect with bottom plate 23 if desired. Any ac 
cepted construction for fastening the essential 
parts of the iron together may be employed. 
In Figure 2, timing switch housing 24 is shown 

with slot 25 through which arm 26, carrying 
weight 21, may oscillate, but the arm 28 may be 
on the outside of the casing as shown in Figure 1. 
Arm 2| is fastened to sleeve 21 which is rotat 
able on shaft 28 ?xed to housing 24 or to some 
other suitable support. Spring ratchet 29 is fas 
tened to arm 26, and serves to engage one of the 
radial grooves 10 in the face of gear wheel 3|, 
when arm 2| is pulled in clockwise direction by 
tension spring 22 fastened to arm 28, and to 
housing 24. Gear 3| meshes with pinion 33, 
shown dotted, which is supported on shaft 34 
which is rotatable in suitable bearings. Pinion 
II is fastened to star wheel 35 which engages 
escapement II, which is pivoted- to a support 
at I1. . 

Spring strip 3! is fastened to housing 24 at one 
end, and has attached weight 38 at the other 
end. Spring strip 40 is also attached to housing 
24 at one end, and normally presses against 
spring strip II to make electrical contact. Suit 
able wires, similar to wires l4, and I1 lead from 
the contact strips so that the timing switch can 
be connected in the heater element circuit of the 
iron. Either strip II or 40, or both are elec 
trically insulated from housing 24, unless this 
housing is non conductive. Housing 24 may be 
fastened to any suitable part of the iron by weld 
ing or by screws. 
In operation, as the iron is moved forward. 

and brought to a stop weight 21 will be thrown 
forward. and downward so that ratchet 29 en 
gages one of the grooves 30 on the return. 
Spring 22 will then pull arm 28 back up, the 
rate of return movement being governed by es 
capemen-t 38. Whenvarm 20 is thrown down 
ward or counter clockwise, attached arm 4| sep— 

' arates from strip 40 so that the resiliency of that 
strip forces it against strip is to make electrical 
contact. When arm 28, and its attached arm II 
are returned to starting position by spring 3!, 
arm ll strikes strip-‘40, and forces it out of con 
tact with strip 88, so that the heater element 
circuit is broken. Weight I! on strip :8! causes 
this strip to be pressed against strip III to close 
the heater element circuit when the iron‘ is 
turned up on end, the weight 38 then being above 
strip ll. ' 

Arm 28 is limited in movement by the upper, 
and lower edges of slot 25. v 
The acceleration given to weight 21 by either 

a forward’ or downward movement of the iron 
will cause counter clockwise rotation of this 
weight and arm 26 when the iron is brought to 
a more or less sudden stop. This causes dis 
placement of ratchet 29 in- steps or otherwise 
relative to wheel ll , the maximum displacement 
.being determined by the lower edge of slot 25, 
assuming that the momentum of weight 21 and 
arm 2' is sufiicient to overcome the tension‘ of 
spring I2. Therefore as long as the iron is used 
the arm II will be kept out of contact with strip 
40, so that the heater element circuit is closed,_ 
but if the iron is left resting on it's heated 
bottom surface for dangerous periods of time the 
heater element circuit will be opened. 
Figure 3 shows timing switch 42; with operat 

ing arm 43. built into iron handle H which has 
bottom grip element 45 pivoted at It, and posi 
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2,882,587 
tioned by compression spring 41. Projection ll 
on element 45 strikes arm 42 when grip 4! is 
pressed upward with the fingers so that timing 
switch 42 is kept wound as long as the iron is in 
use. If not used however, a suitable spring in 
the switch causes it to break the circuit. 
In Figure 4, iron handle 49 has chamber 50 

on the floor of which barrier 5| with small 
bottom channel 52 is fastened. Electrical con 
tact rod 52 is fastened to the handle in cham 
‘ber 50, and shorter contact 55 is likewise fas 
tened on the opposite side of barrier Bl. Wire 
54 connects contacts 53, and 55. Contact strip 
or rod 56 is placed in chamber Ell on the floor 
as shown, and suitable connecting wires 58, and I9 

. lead from the upper contacts, and lower con 
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tact 56 respectively, and are connected into the 
heater element circuit. A quantity of mercury 
51 is placed in chamber 50 sufficiently high to 
cover contact 56, but not enough to reach con 
tact 53 when the iron is resting normally upon 
an approximately horizontal surface. 

If however, the 'iron is used, the movement 
will cause mercury to splash over barrier Bl , and 
to build up a height su?lcient to make contact 
with element 53, so that the heater element will 
be electrically energized. If the iron is set down 
and left, the mercury will flew back through 
restricted channel 52 until a level is reached, 
and contact 01' the mercury with element 53 
will be broken. The time required for the mer 
cury to flow back will depend upon the quantity 
of mercury, the size of channel 52, and the height 
of barrier 5|, assuming that the'meroury rises 
to this height. _, 

If the iron is turned on end, the mercury will 
make contact between elements 55, and 58 so 
that the heating element .will be continuously 
energized, unless a thermostat is placed in the 
circuit as usual. 1| 

It will be seen therefore thatan iron equipped 
with a mercury contact of this type will be cut 
off automatically, after a period, if it is not used, 
nor turned up on end. The mercury switch or 
an equivalnt switch could of course, be placed 
away from the iron in the cord circuit, so that 
the movement of the cord will operate the switch. 
The switch shown would actually work with 

out barrier 5i ,' since the intermittent contact due 
to the splashing or rolling of the mercury could 
be su?icient to keep the iron heated. 
Figure 5 shows a mercury switch 60 in electric 

iron handle Bl, with an upper insulated double 
contact 82, and ‘a lower contact 83. The roll 
ing of the mercury, when the iron is in use, 
causes contact to be made between elements 02, 
and 63, and if the iron is turned on end, the 
mercury will make contact between ‘element BI, 
and the ,right hand prong of element 82. 

It is obvious that a pendulum contact, which 
may be controlled by a dashpot, can be used in 
place of. mercury. ' ‘ 

Numerous variations of the broad idea of using 
the normal movement of an electric iron; or an 
associated part to control the heating of the 
iron, may be made without departing from the 
spirit of my invention. Any type of timing 
switch suitable for the purpose may be employed, 
and other obvious adaptions will readily occur 
to those skilled in the art.‘ As an illustration, 
the inertia effect of a moving weight may be 
used instead of the momentum effect. 
What I claim is: c 

1. An electric iron comprising, an ironing ele 
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assasev 
ment, a heating element therefor, a handle, a 
circuit to supply current to said heating element, 
a pair of relatively movable contacts for open 
ing and closing said circuit, at least one or said 
contacts being biased to- move toward the other 
contact, means to maintain separation of said 
contacts to‘ lreep open said circuit, means mov 
able by ironing movement of said iron‘ to ren- , 
der said separating means ineilective, and time 

_ delay means to cause said separating means to 
open and to maintain said circuit open after an 
interval of time after vcessation of ironing move 
ment of said iron; 

2. Any electric~ iron comprising, an ironing ele=-.' 
ment, a heating element therefor, a handle, a 
circuit to supply current to saidheating element, 
a pair of relatively movable contacts for open 
ing and closing said circuit, yielding means to 
move one contact toward the other contact, 
means to hold said one contact against move» 
ment in a direction to close said circuit, a weight 
movable by'ironing movement or said iron to 
move said holding means so that said yielding 
means will move said'one contact to touch the 
other‘contact to close said circuit, and time de 
lay means to cause said holding means to be 
come ineil’ective whereby said circuit will be 
opened and held open after an interval or time 
aiter cessation of ironing movement of said iron. 

3. An electric iron comprising, an ironing elea 
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5. An electric iron comprising, a sole plate, a 
heating element thereior, a handle, a circuit to 
supply current to said heating element, a pair 
of relatively movable contacts for opening and 
closing said circuit, biasing means for bringing 
said contacts into engagement, means to prevent 
engagement of said contacts, means operable by . 
ironing movement of said iron, to render said pre 
venting means ineffective, and time delay means 
to restore said preventing means to open circuit 
position after an interval of time atter cessa 
tion of ironing movement or said iron, the opera 
tion of said time delay means being substantially 
independent of the temperature of said iron. 

'6. An electric iron comprising, a sole plate, a 
heating element therefor,'a handle, a circuit to 
supply'current to said heating element, a pair 

" of relatively movable vcontacts for opening and 
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ment. a heating element therefor, a'handle, a - 
circuit to supply current to said heating element, 
a pair of relatively movable contacts tor opening 
and closing said circuit, at least one of said con 

_- tacts being biased to move.towai'd the other con 
tact, means to maintain separation of said con 
cacts against the bias of said contain; to-keep' 
said circuit open, a weightoscillatable about a‘ 
support below the center of gravity of said weight 
to move at least part of said separating means 
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to allow said contacts to close said circuit, and ' 
time delay means to cause said separating means 
open andto keepsaid circuitopen after an in 
,terval‘o! time alter cessation of ironing move 
ment or said iron. ' - 

heating element therefor, a handle. a circuit to 
supply curr'ent’to said heating element. a pairoi _' 
relatively movable contacts for opening and clos 
inglaidcircuihatleastoneofsaidcontactsber 

' to move toward the other contact, 
prop‘ said biased contact against move 

movenientot-said iron to displacesaid 
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close-said circuit, means-movable b7 ' 

> ‘5 9.Anelectricironcomprising,an 
4. An electric iron comprising, a sole plate. a - 

closing said circuit, at least one of said contacts 
being biased to move toward the other contact 
as a result of said iron being in use, means to 
prop said biased contact against movement while 
said iron is stationary, and means movable by 
ironing movement of said iron to displace said 
prop so vvthat said biased contact will touch the 
other contact, and means to move said prop 
to open circuit position after a predetermined 
interval of time after cessation of ironing move 
ment of said iron. 

'7. Same as in claim 6, said prop moving means 
including a timing device having a spring, a gear 
train, and a governing escapement. 

8. In an electric iron, an'ironing element, a 
heating element therefor, a circuit to supply cur 
rent to said heating element, means for open 
ing and closing said circuit and being normally 
biased to close, means to a?ect said first named 
means to'maintain said circuit open, means mov 
able by ironing movement of said iron to render 
said aiiecting means ine?ective. and time delay 
meanstocause said pre'vicuslynamedmeansto 
open and‘tomaintain said circuit open aiterap 
interval or time after cessation oi imningcmove 
ment of saidiroIL- - 

ironing ele 
ment, a heating element therefor, a cir 

3. 


